
Small behaviour changes are easier to initiate and
maintain than large ones. Try breaking a bigger
goal into smaller, more achievable steps to build
momentum.

For example, short bursts of 
      exercise (2-5 mins) throughout
      the day may help building 
      exercise habits.

Try pairing a habit with a specific part of your
schedule. Your body will naturally get used to
this pattern over time, which will help solidify
this in your routine.

For instance, people who set up a 
      routine and ate fruits after a certain
      meal of the day successfully 
      consumed more fruits.

Choose behaviours with
personal value or are 
rewarding to you 

5 Evidence-Based Tips
for Building Health Habits

Hope for the best, 
prepare for the worst

Start small and build up

Habits that are meaningful and
rewarding (e.g., stress reduction)
are much easier and more
rewarding to initiate and
maintain.

Everyone encounters challenges. Identify any potential barriers
that will stop you from successfully maintaining a new habit and
make plans to overcome them.

For example, if you struggle with exercising on your own, consider
signing up for group fitness sessions or arranging to meet with
friends for walks.
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Ground habits in a routine
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All is better with a friend

By having a support network and
people who also know about your
goal, they can help you stay
accountable and monitor your
progress with you.
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Friends can provide encouragement and
motivate you to stick to your new habit.
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